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Section 1 – Introduction: Don’t take your documents for granted 

Be honest – do you know how many paper based documents exist within your business and 

what they are? What information do they contain, where are they stored, and how long 

would it take you to retrieve them if you needed to? You won’t be alone if your answer is 

‘no’ to at least some of these, however, be aware that poor management of paper based 

documents could be increasingly putting your business at risk and also stifling some great 

opportunities. 

Why? Well for a start it would be difficult to escape the noise surrounding new GDPR 

regulations coming into force in 2018. These will put new pressure on all organisations’ 

ability to provide, on demand, any personal data requested of them otherwise they’ll pay 

the price of fines of up to €20m or 4% of company turnover. Consider also that you might 

hold records about a particular customer in multiple departments and archives. How are 

you going to get all of that information together at short notice if you’re required to do so? 

Equally, think about the number of documented storms and floods we have suffered in the 

UK in recent years. If your ‘archived’ documents are kept in a standard lock-up for example, 

they may be at risk from flood, leaks or other damage which could render them useless and 

leave you with missing critical information. As document management experts we come 

across businesses storing important paper files in all sorts of weird and wonderful places – 

garages, attics, basements, computer rooms, kitchens; anywhere there’s free space but all 

of which pose risks. 

There are clear pitfalls to poor document management, but let’s not also forget that if 

you’re sitting on high volumes of paper files that aren’t properly indexed, managed and 

archived, you could be missing out on key business opportunities and efficiencies too. You 

might not have a complete and single view of your customers which could limit your ability 

to understand their behaviour and what they are likely to buy from you. Equally your staff 

could be spending large amounts of time and money travelling from your offices to archive 

locations and hunting for information when they could be being far more productive and 

useful. 

The truth of the matter is that we all think we’re reducing the amount of paper we’re using 

or reliant on as businesses because an increasing amount of data is stored electronically - on 

computers, emails, cloud filing systems, digital storage or online archives. However, most of 

us are still holding vital historical information about employees and customers on paper, 

filed away and difficult to access, while many are continuing to accrue new paper records 

every day, such as forms holding vital and sometimes sensitive information. 
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Scaling the paper mountain 

Cleardata is a UK based expert in secure document management, archive storage and 

scanning. In this guide we’ll share our knowledge and expertise with you to help you 

determine your own paper document dilemmas and discover the steps to take to alleviate 

risk, be more efficient and find new opportunity too. 

Firstly, why not try answering the following questions about your business – it’s a quick and 

simple way of understanding how reliant you are on paper and how well you’re managing it 

all! 
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Section 2 - The evidence: Business document management behaviours 

We recently surveyed 100 UK businesses about their document management practices and 

uncovered the following facts which show just how significant an issue paper document 

management is: 

 

Clearly, disorganised hoarding of vital paperwork is a problem for many British businesses. 

- Businesses are holding onto paperwork for many years, however many don’t appear 

to be managing the archiving process in a secure or cost effective manner. 

- The average paper business document is held onto for 10.34 years but only one third 

of businesses are using purpose-built archiving facilities to do so. 

- Some businesses may be getting rid of their paperwork too soon which could put 

them at risk, while others could be keeping paperwork for much longer than 

required, creating additional unnecessary cost and complexity. 

- In the face of GDPR, many businesses may be underestimating the importance of 

using secure, managed archives for personal customer and employee data and also 

the amount of time it will take them to find and retrieve personal data. 

- Over half of the businesses we speak to have no digitised records and have realised 
they need to do this as a business imperative.  
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Where and how are archived business documents stored? 

- Although many businesses seem to be scanning some archived documents, paper 

copies are being stored in a number of weird and wonderful locations. 

- At 72% the most common location for paper archiving is in filing 

cabinets/cupboards/drawers in the business’ offices. This suggests a lack of 

document management strategy and organisation, making it difficult to find 

documents when required. 

 It also suggests that most businesses are using expensive office space to archive 

which is far more costly than secure offsite facilities. 

 It seems that most businesses are archiving in multiple locations, many of which are 

not suited to the job, also suggesting a lack of planning and organisation as well as 

exposure to risk. 

 44% are using offsite storage lock ups or self-storage facilities – not built for the job 

 24% store paper documents in a basement – which can be prone to flooding and 

damp with the potential to cause permanent damage 

 20% store paper documents in a loft – which can be prone to leakage, cold and 

damp with the potential to cause permanent damage 

 17% store paper documents in a shed – which are prone to being unsecure, leakage, 

cold and damp with the potential to cause permanent loss/damage 

 16% store paper documents in a garage - which are prone to being unsecure, 

leakage, cold and damp with the potential to cause permanent loss/damage 

 Only 33% are using a third party archiving facility – which are built for purpose 

with industry-standard archive indexing and security, but evidence suggests that 

for many this only covers part of their document estate. 
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It’s clear that the majority of businesses don’t understand what paperwork they’re storing, 

without the ability to know what information is being archived businesses are at risk of a 

number of serious threats. Businesses can benefit from engaging a third party document 

management specialist who is able to ensure important documents are stored correctly and 

businesses aren’t putting themselves at risk.  This can include indexing the documents, 

businesses often don’t have the in house resource or experience to do this themselves; 

scanning business critical records - freeing up space and negating the need to pay for 

ongoing storage or even archiving records offsite, providing managed destruction dates and 

fast document retrieval. 

Section 3 - The risks: what happens when paper documents aren’t 

managed? 

Having established the scale of the paper document issue that businesses like you face, we’ll 

now illustrate the principal risks in more detail. This will help you to assess where your own 

risks may lie as a starting point to mitigation. 

The misuse and mishandling of information by businesses is a regular headline grabber, 

especially when it comes to personal data. It is all too easy to create fear among businesses 

by making them think that they might not be covered by their document management 

practices and are worried about the consequences. Here we present a more level-headed 

view of the situation facing organisations in this area and the practical steps they can take to 

improve upon it. 

Understanding the risks of not managing documents is a vital part of planning document 

management improvements. It will help you to appreciate how your own business maybe at 

risk, possibly in ways that you hadn’t considered. It should also help you to assess these risks 

holistically so that you can formulate appropriate document management strategies and 

plans to overcome them. 

What exactly are the risks? 

Document management risks present themselves in many different shapes and sizes and 

can include: 

- Old or poorly archived documents that are difficult to find because they are not 

indexed or stored in a logical manner. They might simply be difficult to physically 

retrieve if they have been stored somewhere for a long time and are now hidden 

behind other stored items. 

- Documents which may have become damaged, for example by fire, flooding, damp, 

infestations or other environmental conditions. 

- Misfiling or lost records is a common issue, which can be costly for valuable 

paperwork such as  customer contracts, historical correspondence or  engineering 

and maintenance records  
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- Files which are not being effectively or securely stored and therefore are difficult to 

find when needed, but easy for someone with the wrong intent to find should they 

wish to do so. 

- Original or copied documents, which have been used in transit or moved (such as 

being taken to a meeting) and lost or stolen during the process. 

- Not having any record of where documents are being held, or effective labelling of 

documents to make them easily discoverable. Often document indexes are ‘in 

people’s heads’ and if those people leave the business so does the knowledge of 

where things are kept. 

- No copying or scanning of paper documents, meaning that if the original documents 

are lost or damaged there is no way to retrieve the information or evidence. 

- Documents simply becoming ‘lost’ over time, due to office moves, staff changes, 

mergers and acquisitions, lack of policy on document access (such as allowing people 

to take original paper copies home – which never come back). 

 

Risk implications 

When assessing the document risks facing your own business it is useful to also consider the 

wider implications; what could happen as a result of each risk and what level of exposure 

this leaves the business in. Here we’ll help you to consider the three key implications of 

document risk – what we’ve termed ‘financial, reputational and operational’. 

Financial implications 

The monetary impacts of document risk can be wide and varied. Failure to produce a 

document when legally requested to do so, or proven mishandling of personal information, 

could result in fines or legal costs. Additionally, ineffective management of supplier 

contracts could lead to unintended automatic renewals, caused by inadvertently missing 

termination deadlines. 

However, also consider things like how much it could be costing to store documents on 

paper if this is not managed effectively. Are you paying expensive square footage for paper 

storage in your offices versus cheaper offsite locations? How much does the finding and 

retrieval of paper based documents cost your business in staff time? What would it cost you 

if poor paper-process management resulted in the loss of a major customer? 

Example 

Misfiling or lost records can cause serious financial implications. This issue was 

encountered by an engineering business who decided to scan their records after 

being unable to locate an important drawing, which verified the construction of a 

damaged railway bridge.  The bridge was going to be fully reinforced, at the cost of 

millions, as this vital data was missing.   

After scanning all of their records and carrying out re-indexing, the drawing was 

thankfully found.  This meant that the work could be done at a fraction of the full 

reinforcement cost.  Scanning and good indexing saved the day!” 
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Reputational implications 

There has been a constant stream of stories in the media over recent years about the loss of 

important data in public places – for instance documents left on trains or laptops being 

stolen. For any organisation, data and document management errors can be a very public 

affair and can hit a business’ reputation hard. When complaints are filed against businesses 

with the Information Commissioner’s Office and investigations and fines are imposed the 

details are published on the ICO’s website so there really is no hiding place. Could you 

survive this kind of reputational damage? 

Operational implications 

While perhaps less frightening in comparison to financial and reputational impacts, the 

operational effects of poor document and data management are probably far more 

commonplace and in many ways have the biggest organisational impact. The time taken to 

access archived files, manual scanning of old paper documents when they are needed, and 

ensuring files are kept up to date. The list of operational blockages and bottlenecks costing 

time and money can be significant. Departments handling lots of paper such as finance and 

HR tend to be the worst hit. 

GDPR adding pressure 

While none of these pressures are new, the new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

is adding a new level of pressure to businesses around getting document management right. 

Any company based within the EU or trading with businesses in EU member states will need 

to comply from 25th May 2018. 

This means that even when the UK leaves the EU, if organisations are still trading within 

Europe in any way they will need to be GDPR compliant. 

The directive is designed to improve the way that companies collect, handle, process and 

archive all personal data including name records, HR documents or a customer’s 

confidential information and how they have chosen to engage with them.  

GDPR provides the right for individuals to request confirmation from organisations as to 

whether their personal data is being used, where and for what purpose. The organisation is 

required to provide a copy of their personal data in whatever format is required. 

Organisations therefore need to be prepared to send an electronic copy of personal data 

that illustrates how the data is being used and for what purpose within 30 days. This could 

mean all references to a person which could include data in multiple systems, as well as 

paper documents stored away in a variety of different places. 

It would be impractical for businesses if a large quantity of people requested a copy of their 

personal data, as it would cost time and money when constantly sending the documents 

over. If the individual request for the copy is made over email, it’s essential that an 

electronic copy is sent in return, even if it has to be sourced from a variety of non-indexed 

paper sources strewn across the organisations’ filing systems. 
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Aside from the ongoing operational, financial and reputational implications of document 

risk, it would be a wise move to assess your ability to comply with personal data requests 

governed by GDPR, sooner rather than later. 

Digital data can be backed up in an Electronic Document Management System, with a full 

audit trail tracking any interaction with the records.  

Section 4 - The opportunity: using document management to your advantage 

Of course, whilst a review of how you’re managing important documents within the 

business might be motivated by risk, it’s really important not to forget the opportunity that 

can come from improving your document and data management strategy too. 

Think about all of the different formats that data exists in today – in both structured and 

unstructured formats; spreadsheets, databases, video, paper, messaging, drawings, plans. 

Now think about how many different documents and data sources contain information 

relating to a customer, or a process commonly undertaken by the business: 

- Customer insight: If you’re thinking about it in relation to a customer, ask yourself do 

you really have a single view of each customer? For instance, are unstructured 

archive documents easily accessible as part of an online customer interaction? Or, 

can you fully analyse a customer’s preferences by pooling all information about them 

into one big data repository? Unless you have digitised all customer information 

from the past and present it’s unlikely. However, doing this can open up a world of 

insight into your customers – what they really think of you, how loyal they are to you 

and what else they’re likely to buy from you. 

- Process improvement: If you’re thinking about document management in relation to 

a process such as invoice processing, ask yourself is all of the required key data 

integrated into that process or not? For example, do paper based supplier invoices 

cause a bottleneck because they require manual keying of data? Or does invoice 

matching require comparison of paper documents stored in different locations? 

Think how much time could be saved by removing these issues, avoiding the need 

for people to have to go and find old documents for the process to be completed. 

Most processes require some level of manual intervention, but clever indexing of all 

documents can ensure that these manual tasks are kept to a minimum, saving time 

and resource for more important jobs which enhance business performance. 

In essence, effective document management can open doors for your business. As part of its 

ability to perform big data analytics it can help to answer questions and generate insight 

into new opportunities as well as creating operational efficiency. 
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Cost benefits of document management 

As we’ve already mentioned, one of the key opportunities you can realise from improving 

paper document management is the ability to save costs. Businesses often simply file 

documents away in cupboards or lockups because there is no obvious cost associated with 

it. But as the need for paper file storage grows it gets more costly to manage this. Our 

customers are often surprised to learn exactly how these costs can escalate and how 

moving to a formalised document management process can reduce them.  

Digitising vital documents such as client contracts and HR records helps protect the business 

and it’s amazing how often backing up these records is overlooked.  After all you would 

almost always save a copy of digital records, so why don’t businesses scan paperwork and 

back up these vital paper records? 

Here we provide you with some cost benefit scenarios to consider for yourself. 

Scenario Alternative Cost benefits 

A city centre based 

company uses a quarter of 

its office floor space to store 

all archived documents. 

They’re close to hand when 

needed but it is paying a 

premium for this storage 

space. 

Rationalising its office space 

by moving all documents to 

a remote, third party secure 

archive facility, at the same 

time gaining the benefit of a 

document management 

expert. 

- Reduced storage cost per 
document 

- Budget realised through 
lower office rental costs 

- Staff reallocation onto 
higher value activities 

A company in Manchester 

rents a low cost storage 

facility 20 miles away to 

house all of its documents. 

While it’s cheap, these 

documents are needed 

regularly and staff can 

spend up to 20 hours per 

week travelling to and from 

the storage facility to 

retrieve documents.  

Use a scan on demand 

archive service.  Files are 

retrieved, scanned and 

digitally available within two 

hours.  

- Reduced travelling 
expenses 

- Increased staff productivity 
- Lower facilities 

management costs 
- No waiting for information 
- If documents need 

forwarding on, no copying 
costs or admin time 
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Section 5 - Where to start: the five Ps of document management planning 

Over the years Cleardata has helped many organisations of a variety of sizes and types to 

implement or improve their document management approach. We’ve pooled this wealth of 

experience into the five Ps of document management planning. These guidelines provide an 

essential starting point to help you scope out the things you need to do and think about to 

make document management a success. 

Process 

- ‘Process’ is all about looking at and evaluating what documents you hold and how 

effective the ways you manage and retrieve these are. This is vital to ensuring that 

you have a clear understanding of what you’re dealing with and have assessed 

where you think issues may exist that need to be resolved. It may include: 

 How you go about retrieving an old paper document if it is needed, and how 
long it takes to do so. 

 Who needs to access different document types and how easy it is for them to 
do so. 

 What incoming documents you need to manage and how well are these dealt 
with - for example customer orders or supplier invoices. 

 What sort of audit trail you have in place for who last accessed a document 
and whether it was returned or not. 

 How you currently index documents and files so that you can locate them in 
relation to different needs, for instance answering a customer enquiry or 
conducting product research. 

People 

- The ‘people’ challenge is about understanding who needs to be involved in the 

management of documents but also who needs to be able to access them. This is 

vitally important in ensuring that the right people can gain the right information 

when needed, but that document data is also kept safe and secure. It’s also vital to 

assign clear roles and responsibilities to the people who are going to look after the 

document management process. This may include: 

 Making sure that more than one person holds the keys to archives, or the 

passwords to online archives or third party document storage facilities. 

 Creating access rights for different departments, roles or job levels. 

 Building a document management team across the business, who collaborate 

to ensure that a business-wide document management strategy is created, 

implemented and maintained successfully. 

 Calling on the expertise of third parties who can provide document archiving, 

scanning and retrieval services as part of your document management 

strategy. 
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Place 

- The ‘place’ challenge is all about where you keep your critical business documents. 

As businesses start out and grow the norm is to simply use filing cabinets within the 

office. But as you get bigger and more complex as an organisation and have more 

historical documents to hold on to, there may be a financial need to move less 

critical documents out of the main office to some form of storage. There are a 

variety of things to consider when determining the place or places you should keep 

your documents, including: 

 Cost – the cost of the space you need to store your documents will differ 

greatly depending on where it is and what its purpose is. If you’re storing 

large amounts of paper files in a city centre office you can guarantee that 

space will cost more than an out of town or rurally-based archive, or a 

purpose-built storage facility. 

 Security – there are security considerations wherever you are storing 

documents. If they’re on site in your office or being stored in a room serving 

other purposes too, think about who has access and whether the necessary 

controls are in place to guarantee that documents are kept safe. If original 

documents can be removed from storage think about the implications of 

theft or permanent loss. 

 Access – imagine that you keep recent or live documents in your office and 

store older documents in a simple lock up facility. When someone requests a 

document from the archive you find that it is right at the back and impossible 

to reach. For an archive to be effective, the location where documents are 

kept must be secure and kitted out to allow for good organisation and easy, 

safe access.  

 Fit for purpose – consider the suitability of where you’re storing documents. 

They get put in all sorts of places, from lock up garages and attics to self-

storage or even under people’s desks. Are there possible damp, cold, light or 

heat issues which could lead to vital documents deteriorating or being 

destroyed outright?  

 Secure archiving – if you need to keep a lot of documents for a long time it 

could well be cost beneficial and less risky to outsource storage and archiving 

to a third party specialist, with secure, managed facilities specifically 

designed for this purpose. These experts can also help you to manage 

document retrieval quickly and effectively. 
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Practices 

- Effective document management needs to be underpinned by sound practices and 

procedures at all times. These ensure that the correct protocols are followed across 

the entire document lifecycle, from making sure they’re filed in the right place to 

being easy to retrieve with properly managed access rights. Setting healthy 

document management practices will include: 

 Authorisation – having clear rules as to who is authorised to view and access 

different types of document. All importantly, making sure that authorisation 

is available to different people in the business, with secure individually 

auditable access, to avoid access bottlenecks if one authorised person is not 

available. 

 Scanning – a policy and process for scanning the most precious documents to 

ensure they are backed up in case of emergency or the need for very quick 

access. 

 Indexing – using holistic and properly referenced indexing systems for 

document archives, rather than basing these around individual people’s 

preferences which are then difficult for others to understand. An index 

should make it easy for any authorised person to pinpoint a required 

document quickly and must be kept up to date. 

 Tracking – having the ability to track where documents have gone if they are 

accessed or copied and ensuring that originals are kept safe. 

 Support - third party document archiving and management specialists can 

also help you to put the right practices in place and ensure that your 

documents are managed accordingly. 

Performance 

- It’s one thing putting a sound document management strategy in place but it’s 

another thing making sure it works effectively on an ongoing basis. This is where 

performance management comes in and is all about ensuring that the processes you 

have implemented actually work and are being adhered to. Performance 

management can include: 

 Testing – it pays to periodically test the system. Does a trial run or ‘mock’ 

urgent document access request go according to plan and can you access the 

right information as quickly as needed? 

 KPIs and SLAs – whether you’re choosing to manage your documents 

internally or work with a third party specialist it’s important to set Key 

Performance Indicators or Service Level Agreements so that there are specific 

targets and goals for people managing documents to adhere to. 

 Measurement – Regularly measuring the performance of your document 

management and access against targets is also vital in ensuring that you’re 

meeting required standards. 
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 Performance - If you choose to work with a third party on document 

management, performance management is a vital part of agreeing what the 

service provider will deliver to you and ensuring this is achieved. Trusted 

experts can also help you to establish what your document management 

performance goals should be. 

Section 6 - Summing up 

We hope you’ve found our introductory guide to solving your document dilemmas useful for 

understanding how paper documents might affect you and scoping out what you should be 

doing about it. 

In summary it’s worth reflecting on these key points: 

1. Document management impacts every business, from the largest to the smallest. 

You could be legally challenged, face an official complaint, or be in breach of your 

own customer service level agreements if you cannot produce information you hold 

when asked to do so. 

2. The need to effectively manage paper based documents is often overlooked and 

underestimated because these are frequently archived and not needed on a day by 

day basis. However this doesn’t mean that they will never be needed again and it 

might be necessary to retrieve specific ones in a hurry. 

3. Pressure on businesses to manage paper records as well as electronic ones is 

increasing, partly due to the continued reliance on paperwork alongside digital 

processes, but largely as the introduction of GDPR in 2018 brings new pressure and 

an intent to enforce rules around handling of personal information. 

4. Document management helps to mitigate risk but it also unlocks opportunities, as 

the more data from these documents that you have at your disposal, the more 

knowledge you have to work with to support business decisions and improvements. 
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Need more help? 

So you’re now thinking seriously about how to address a paper document challenge. You 

may want to benefit from the support of a third party document management provider and 

if so, the team at Cleardata would love to help. 

In case you haven’t come across us before, Cleardata is a leading document management 

company, offering document scanning, archive storage, data capture, mail room operations 

and invoice processing services throughout the UK. 

We’ve gained a high level of accreditation and our entire team is dedicated to providing UK 

businesses with the document management ideas, services and solutions they need to cut 

overheads, automated processes, regain productivity, protect their information and 

ultimately to become paperless. 

In addition to actually storing, archiving and managing documents for companies on a day 

by day basis, we also help businesses assess their initial document management needs and 

strategy through consultancy projects and discovery days. We also recently gained the 

coveted BS10008 which means that we can guarantee ‘legal admissibility’ for a client’s 

documents if required. 

More about us 

● Our managed document archive storage services are critical to customers, ranging 
from SMEs to large enterprises and also the public sector. Cleardata has a purpose 
built Online Archive Management System, enabling clients to request and retrieve 
records quickly using our Scan on Demand Service. 

● We offer GDPR compliant services and can offer advice for UK businesses on how to 
manage documents efficiently.  

● We digitise in excess of four million documents and images every single month, using 
market leading Kodak scanning technology. 

● We process thousands of incoming documents for our clients. Security cleared, our 
team sort and check mail and then scan and upload data to a secure cloud hosted 
document management platform. 

● Customers include NHS Trusts, Local Councils, financial services providers, retail 
chains, housing associations and legal services providers. 

● Accreditations include ISO27001 (Information Security), ISO9001 (Quality 
Management Systems), Cyber Essentials and BS 10008 (Legal Admissibility of 
Electronic Information).  
 

Why not take up our offer of a free, no obligation consultation with one of our document 

management experts? 

Call our team on 0800 046 8081 or visit our website 
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